**Fundraising**

Total income to date: **$109,232,502**

From 2015 to 2022, 86% of global spending went on programmes. The discrepancy between total income and spending shown above comes from a multi-million dollar grant received in 2022 intended for allocation in subsequent years.

**Global spending**

Total spending to date: **$89,282,622**

Programme spending breakdowns by sector and country are not yet available for Q1 2023.

**Grant-making**

- Organisations granted to: **430**
- Active partners (Dec. 22): **215**
- Countries of operation: **34 countries**
- Currently active in: **27 countries**
- Grants disbursed: **300 / year**

(Average number of grants disbursed per year, 2015-22. Partners typically receive multiple grants in a year)
Programme impacts

Estimated number of people supported to date: 4,780,000
As of 31 Dec. 2022

- Hot meals served: 5.5M
- Clothing items distributed: 1.2M
- Shelter items distributed: 759k
- People evacuated from conflict zones: 48,627
- Nappies distributed: 3.2M
- Medical consultations funded: 387k
- Legal cases supported: 156k
- Lives rescued at sea: 21,167

*Sample of programme results between Aug. 2015 and Dec. 2022. Efforts are made to avoid double counting of service users and programme outputs across reporting timeframes and partners.

Shop & Digital

Choose Love shop sales:
$12.72M raised
445k items sold

Customers using the shop:
157,261

Volunteers engaged in our work:
40,000

Followers and subscribers:
780,500

(Inc. merchandise; $ equivalents calculated using 6-year avg. exchange rate)

Followers and subscribers by platform, Dec. 2022

Instagram: 460,000
Mailing list: 150,700
Facebook: 114,000
Twitter: 55,800

(Inc. merchandise; $ equivalents calculated using 6-year avg. exchange rate)
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